
Simrad SD10 Drive unit for the Autopilot 

We recently had a fault with the rudder position feedback.  Simrad equipment is now no 
longer manufactured and supplied by Simrad, but by Navico.  Navico no longer support 
the serviceable parts (listed in the SD10 Installation Manual). The suggestion was that we 
purchase a complete drive system (cost >£1,000)


The SD10 is actually manufactured by Octopus Autopilot Drive Systems (http://
octopuseurope.com).  They have been most helpful in first helping me diagnose the faulty 
component (which ironically is not listed amongst the serviceable parts) and providing me 
with detailed procedures to enable me to carry out the repairs.  Much of the detail that 
follows was provided by Octopus.


The SD10 drives the rudder using a ‘Steering Cable’.  The rudder position is determined 
by the amount of cable that has been driven.  To do this there is nylon (I think) gear wheel 
fitted onto the drive hub.  This in turn drives a gear wheel on the rudder feedback module.  


Procedures and some photos courtesy of Octopus : 

Rudder Feedback System description 
The rudder feedback system is made up of two parts. The Rudder sensor which is mounted on 
the outside of the drive by two screws and the interface PCB which is mounted inside the black 
plastic housing. Please see Photo 1 below. The interface PCB has had a number of redesigns so 
may look different to the one shown.  

� 


System operation 
The interface sensor is mechanically connected to the drive unit by a gear on the sensor which 
meshes with a gear inside the drive unit. As the drive unit rotates the gear on the sensor moves 
which rotates a variable resistor (Potentiometer) in the sensor which gives an analogue voltage 
which is read by the Interface PCB.  The interface PCB converts this input to a pulse output 
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which is then read by the Simrad Autopilot Rudder feedback input which has the white and 
brown wires connected to it. 

System testing and Calibration (Refer Photo 2 below) 

1: Test to see if the Sensor gear is loose. 
Remove the sensor from the drive unit by removing the two screws. 
Try to turn the white gear while holding the shaft. 
If loose, the gear should be replaced as it is a tight push fit and the sensor will require 
recalibrating. 

2: Test to see if the drive gear is loose or broken inside the drive unit. 
If loose or broken it will require replacing. Please contact us for further information. 

3: Calibrating the Rudder Sensor. 
If test one and two above are OK then calibrate the Rudder sensor. 
Align the two red dots one on the sensor gear and the other on the sensor housing when the 
steering is in mid position.  

 

  
   

In my case, I discovered the sensor gear was loose - and upon turning it, it had what 
appeared to be a tooth missing - in fact the gear had split.


Having found the problem, I should have stopped there, but I followed the rest of the 
procedure to check the sensor.  To do this I had to cut the wires at the printed circuit 
(meant I needed to solder them back on afterward),  I’ve included the rest of the 
procedure at the end for completeness.


2: Test to see if 
the drive gear is 
loose or broken

1: Test to see if 
the Sensor gear is 
loose

3: Align the two 
red dots when 
the steering is in 
mid position 



Open the case


The case can be opened by removing 
four bolts.  Prior to opening the case, 
it is recommended to remove the 
drive cable.  I tried to do this by 
following the reverse of the 
installation procedure in the SD10 
manual.  First note the position of the 
drive cable entry, then remove the two 
7mm bolts (with the lock washers) - a 
11mm spanner will be required.  
These bolts lock the collar of the drive 
cable, however in my case, the bolt 
was trapped and I needed to remove 
the remaining two bolts (6mm) - 10mm spanner.  The drive 
cable then sprung out taking the plastic cage with it.





Photo of top case showing correct position of the plastic 
cage


Gear cost was €27 plus shipping €18.  I purchased two 
in case I damaged one on fitting.


The internal drive hub can be removed.  I fitted the new 
gear at home.  The gear has an internal diameter of 
27.5mm and this needs to be fitted onto a hub of 
28.0mm.




REPLACING THE DRIVE GEAR ON THE HUB 
1: Removing plastic collar 

To remove the old drive gear if not broken it will be necessary to remove the plastic collar 
holding it in position. 
This will also be required to be removed before replacing a new drive gear if the old one is 
broken and has come off. 
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Plastic collar has to be removed 
before fitting the new plastic drive 
gear.  

Seen in this picture with the drive 
gear in place.

Turn the hub over and carefully tap 
out the plastic collar using a flat 
faced punch not to damage the 
collar.

Plastic collar removed  

This has to be again replaced after 
the drive gear has been fitted

Typical flat faced punch



Hub after removal of the plastic collar and gear


2: Replacing the new drive gear 

Prepare a cup of boiling water and submerge the new drive gear to be fitted for 10 minutes in 
the boiling water. 

Place the drive gear over the cylindrical portion of the hub it is fitted on and use a small block 
of wood slightly larger then the diameter of the drive gear to rest on top of the gear so as to 
be able to carefully tap the wood with a hammer or mallet to evenly push down on the gear 
until its top edge is level with the top of the cylinder it is fitted to. 

The plastic collar can then be replaced by tapping it gently into position above the drive gear 

I slowly brought a pan to boil on the 
stove with the new gear in it.  Kept it just 
below boiling point for the 10 minutes. 
Wearing gloves, I fished it out of the pan 
with a skewer, transferred it into my 
gloved hand, placed it over the hub, 
piece of wood and tapped it straight on 
with a mallet - absolutely no problem. 


The plastic collar can then be replaced by 
tapping it gently into position above the drive gear 

  

Plastic collar in place to be pushed 
back on 

Drive gear pushed on level with the 
top of the cylinder while hot



The plastic collar required some gentle assistance with a rubber mallet. 


 

 

Before replacing the hub back into the lower casing make sure that the plastic lower ring is in 
place. 

The drive can now be put back together and tested. 

On re-fitting, the lower plastic ring had come away with the hub.  It was removed, 
cleaned, re-greased. 


Re-fit top case and the 6mm bolts only.  


Install Steering Cable - it needed both hands to push through, then make sure the cable 
collar is captured in the casing.  Fit the 7mm bolts and nuts.  


Centre the helm align red dots on the rudder feedback module, then fit and bolt the RFM 
in place. 


Power up instruments - check to see reading of rudder position.  


Follow Simrad procedure for dockside installation/testing.


IF DRIVE GEAR IS OK - procedure to check the Rudder Feedback Module is as follows:


Rudder Feedback unit Resistance test 

You will need a multimeter to do this test with it set to resistance 
You will need to disconnect the cable wires from the internal interface pcb to be able to obtain 
the correct readings. A soldering iron is required or the cable cut and professionally 
reconnected. 

Lower plastic 
ring



  

There are three wires 

Wires  
Black -  Negitive 
Red – Positive  5 Volts 
White – Wiper   

  
Simrad – 3k ohms or newer versions 1k ohms. 

Between the red and black you should get the full resistance ie Simrad 3K ohm or 1k ohm. 

After disconnecting the Rudder Feedback unit housing , when the red dot on the gear is aligned 
with the red dot on the housing (see diagram below) you should read between the Black and 
white (or the red and white) half the given resistance. Ie for Simrad 1500 ohms or 500 ohms. 
This is mid stroke position and by moving the gear this should increase and decrease.  
NOTE : There is a dead spot where there is an open circuit at 180 degrees to the mid stroke 
position. This is normal. 

MID STROKE POSITION  
(Two red dots aligned on the gear and housing) 
When finished testing remember to align the two dots on the RFB and to put the boat steering 
to middle position (boat steering straight) before putting back on the RFB unit. This 
mechanically calibrates the RFB unit. 

Conclusion 
If the readings are not correct the Sensor will require replacing. Should the readings be correct 
then the problem is in the Interface PCB which will need replacing. 

Three cables enter the black case, two of which have soldered connections to the printed 
circuit board.  Take care when trying to remove the case, by pushing cable through into 
the interior.  I suspect, I managed to pull or certainly affect the connection of the cable to 
the auto-pilot computer.  


To test the sensor, I cut the wires at the circuit board - the cable is a rather short length 
and given that the measurement is based on resistance, I wanted to ensure good 
connection via soldering.


It is not easy - possibly impossible to re-solder in situ, so I had to disconnect all the wiring 
to the autopilot computer and take the case, the upper drive casing away so that I could 
make a reasonable job of re-soldering. 


